BORA Pure

BORA Pure
highlights

Minimalistic design
The cooktop and extractor are ideal for flush installation.
Their perfect lines allow them to blend in discreetly
and elegantly with any modern kitchen design.

Integrated grease drip pan
If anything is spilt during cooking, the integrated
drip tray safely catches both solids and liquids.

Simple cleaning
All parts that come into contact with cooking vapours
can be easily removed through the inlet opening
and put in your dishwasher for fuss-free cleaning.

Minimum volume
Thanks to the quiet fan, the extractor remains
barely audible even at high power levels.

Intuitive sControl control
All of the slider’s functions are at your fingertips by simply swiping
up or down or tapping the surface directly with your finger.

BORA Pure
highlights

Compact size
Due to its compact dimensions, the system fits into
almost any kitchen, even small ones, and creates room
for additional wall units by eliminating the extractor hood.

Oversized 4 24 cooking surface
Thanks to the central operating panel by the extractor, no
space is taken up by controls on the cooktop, and there is room
to cook with four pots measuring up to 24 cm at the same time.

eSwap

In recirculation mode, odours are neutralised by
an activated charcoal filter. You can
change the filter through the air inlet aperture.

Maximum storage space
At under 200 mm, the low installation height gives
you maximum storage space for pots and
other kitchen utensils in the cupboard below.

Automatic extractor control
The extractor power level automatically adjusts
itself according to current cooking conditions,
so there’s no need for manual adjustment.

Cooktop

PURA / PURU 760 × 515 mm

BORA Pure induction glass ceramic cooktop with
integrated cooktop extractor – exhaust air/recirculation
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Installation models
Flush installation/surface mounting

Flush installation

Surface mounting

All product information
Would you like to find out more about BORA products?
Just visit our website: bora.com/pure

Edge protection for
surface mounted models

BKR760 BORA Pure cooktop frame for
a surface-mounted cooktop

USL515 BORA trims for cooktop depth 515 mm

USL515AB BORA trims for cooktop depth 515 mm,
All Black

The hallmark
of your kitchen

The name says it all: BORA Pure is the epitome of simple,
minimalist design that blends in perfectly with any kitchen.
The system’s colourful air inlet nozzle is a real eye-catcher.
Available in five colours, this stylish flourish is simply unique
and gives any kitchen its signature look.

AR APP – see what
our system looks like
in your own home

Scan Scan
Augmented
Reality
Augmented Reality

A digital experience giving you a close-up look at how our
cooktop extractors work: our AR app allows you to place
the BORA systems anywhere you like and find out how they
work. Augmented reality shows visual content in the real
world and in real-life size through your mobile device, making
it look as though the object is there right before your eyes.

Have fun exploring our range!
bora.com/bora-augmented-reality/

Practical down
to the last detail

Fine technical details that make all the difference:
our unique eSwap system allows you to change the
filter from the top through the air inlet aperture –
without having to remove drawers or plinth panels.

BORA warranty

We trust in our products and strongly believe
in their quality! That’s why we’re extending
the two-year manufacturer’s warranty on your
BORA system for an extra year.
For more information, please read the
current terms and conditions:
mybora.com/warranty2plus1

Extend your warranty
Enter the registration code for your BORA appliance to extend
the warranty by a year free of charge. Just visit our website:
mybora.com/registration

Experience BORA
Pure live

Grab your apron and let’s go! You and a few fellow
foodies can learn to cook several courses with our
BORA chef, and you’ll see first-hand how BORA can bring
greater freedom and enjoyment to a modern kitchen.
Find a BORA event near you: bora.com/events-near-you/

Find a BORA
retail partner
Do you have any questions, or would you like
to discover our systems in person? You can
find your nearest BORA retail partner here:
bora.com/dealer

bora.com

